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Moxa Free and Open Source Software
Statement
The software described in this document is furnished under a license agreement and may be used only in accordance
with the terms of that agreement.

Copyright Notice
© 2022 Moxa Inc. All rights reserved.

Trademarks
The MOXA logo is a registered trademark of Moxa Inc.
All other trademarks or registered marks in this document belong to their respective manufacturers.

Disclaimer
Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part of
Moxa.
Moxa provides this document as is, without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not
limited to, its particular purpose. Moxa reserves the right to make improvements and/or changes to this document, or
to the products and/or the programs described in this document, at any time.
Information provided in this document is intended to be accurate and reliable. However, Moxa assumes no
responsibility for its use, or for any infringements on the rights of third parties that may result from its use.
This product might include unintentional technical or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the
information herein to correct such errors, and these changes are incorporated into new editions of the publication.

Technical Support Contact Information
https://www.moxa.com/en/support/technical-support
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1
Overview

Please be informed that this product includes Free and Open Source Software ("FOSS") developed by third
parties and licensed under certain FOSS licenses. If you wish to receive a copy of any source code to which
you are entitled under the applicable FOSS licenses, such as GNU General Public License (GPL), GNU Lesser
General Public License (LGPL), or Mozilla Public License (MPL), please contact us via
https://www.moxa.com/en/support/technical-support. When filling out the online request, you are advised
to use “FOSS Source Code Request” as the subject line and select Other as the question type. Please note
that this offer shall expire three years following the end-of-life date of this product. Your specific request
should be sent to us within the noted period. Additional fees may be incurred for shipping and handling the
requested copy of the source code.

Overview

FOSS Component List
FOSS components contained in this product and the respective FOSS licenses are stated below.
The only warranties for this product are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying the
product. Nothing in the stated FOSS licenses should be construed as an additional warranty that binds
Moxa. For the stated FOSS components, the warranty disclaimers and liability exclusions stipulated in the
respective FOSS license texts govern.
Lilo 22.8 : BSD 3-clause "New" or "Revised" License
Linux Kernel 1.3.0 : GNU General Public License v2.0 only
lowrisc-chip v0.7-rc1 : (Apache License 2.0 AND BSD 3-clause "New" or "Revised" License)
mbed TLS 2.7.15 : Apache License 2.0
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2
License

This chapter lists all free and open software licenses used in Moxa's products.

License
Apache License 2.0
(lowrisc-chip v0.7-rc1)

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
=========================

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and
distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright
owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities
that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.
For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions
granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration
files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,
generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works
shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works
thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by
the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on
behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
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Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on
electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems
that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing
and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked
or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of
whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated
within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,
non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to
reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object
form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,
no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise
transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to
which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation
against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to
You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such
litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or
Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in
Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and
b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
You changed the files; and
c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from
the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then
any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the
attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those
notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least
one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of
the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the
Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear.
The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do
not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within
Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the
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NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices
cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or
distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies
with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any
Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the
Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall
supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have
executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,
trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required
for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in
writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its
Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in
tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in
writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,
acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You
may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of
any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against,
such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional
liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own
identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend
that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same
"printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within
third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law
or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language
governing permissions and limitations under the License.

---

BSD 3-clause "New" or "Revised" License
(Lilo 22.8, lowrisc-chip v0.7-rc1)

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---
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GNU General Public License v2.0 only
(Linux Kernel 1.3.0)

The GNU General Public License (GPL)
====================================

Version 2, June 1991
-------------------Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share
and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to
guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the
software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most
of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors
commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your
programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our
General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change
the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can
do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny
you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions
translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the
software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a
fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make
sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them
these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer
you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or
modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that
everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the
software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to
know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by
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others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish
to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually
obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent
this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free
use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification
follow.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice
placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or
work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any
derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the
Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or
translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without
limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by
this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not
restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents
constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by
running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as
you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately
publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty;
keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at
your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus
forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications
or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of
these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating
that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or
in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be
licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of
this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,
you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the
most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or
else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute
the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy
of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does
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not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is
not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable
sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably
considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and
its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate
works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a
work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole,
and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights
to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to
control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the
Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section
2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above
provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source
code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above
on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to
give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically
performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the
corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1
and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for
noncommercial distribution
and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the
source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition
files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the
executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not
include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form)
with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system
on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the
executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code
from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third
parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as
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expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,
sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate
your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or
rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so
long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.
However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program
or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept
this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work
based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program
or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the
recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy,
distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may
not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights
granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties
to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement
or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on
you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this
License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your
obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a
consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those
who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you
could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from
distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the
section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or
other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this
section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software
distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many
people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is
up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software
through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a
consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain
countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright
holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical
distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is
permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this
License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the
General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in
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spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems
or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a
version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you
have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or
of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program
does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version
ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs
whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for
permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,
write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all
derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of
software generally.
NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE
PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED
IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL
ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

---

Apache License 2.0
(mbed TLS 2.7.15)

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
=========================

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and
distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright
owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities
that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.
For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions
granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration
files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,
generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works
shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works
thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by
the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on
behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on
electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems
that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing
and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked
or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of
whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated
within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,
non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to
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reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object
form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,
no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise
transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to
which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation
against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to
You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such
litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or
Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in
Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and
b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
You changed the files; and
c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from
the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and
d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then
any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the
attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those
notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least
one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of
the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the
Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear.
The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do
not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within
Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the
NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices
cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or
distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies
with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any
Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the
Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall
supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have
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executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,
trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required
for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in
writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its
Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in
tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in
writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,
acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You
may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of
any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against,
such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional
liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own
identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend
that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same
"printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within
third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law
or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language
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FOSS Copyright List

This chapter lists all the owners of the copyrights used in Moxa's products.

FOSS Copyright List

Copyright List
Lilo 22.8 opensuse:lilo/22.8-53.56.1/x86_64
Copyright (C) 2004 Sven Luther *
Copyright 1999-2005 John Coffman.All rights reserved
Copyright 2003-2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (c) 2007 Freescale Semiconductor, Inc. * * Authors: David Gibson
<david@gibson.dropbear.id.au> *

Scott Wood <scottwood@freescale.com>

Copyright 1992-1998 by Werner Almesberger.% All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1995-2005 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
Copyright (C) 2001 Jeffrey Mahoney (jeffm@suse.com) * * Adapted from Grub
Copyright 1999-2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 Theodore Ts
Copyright 2002-2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 2000, 2004 Olaf Hering <olh@suse.de>,#

2005 Joachim Plack <jplack@suse.de>

Copyright 2000 Paul Mackerras.
Copyright (C) 2001 Ethan Benson
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 Theodore Ts
Copyright 1999-2007 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 1997 Paul Mackerras
Copyright (C) 2001 Ben. Herrenschmidt (benh@kernel.crashing.org) * * Modifications for ppc64:
Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 */
Copyright (C) year name of author
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds! modified by Drew Eckhardt!

modified by Bruce Evans

(bde)! modified by John Coffman for LILO disk.b diagnostic (27-Mar-2000)!
(09-Mar-2001)!
Copyright (C) 2002-2003 Eric Biederman <ebiederm@xmission.com>
Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Ethan Benson *
Copyright (C) 1995 Werner Almesberger
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Jean-loup Gailly. * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in
zlib.h */
Copyright 1995-1998 Mark Adler ";/* If you use the zlib library in a product, an acknowledgment is
welcome in the documentation of your product. If for some reason you cannot include such an ac
Copyright (C) 2004 John Coffman <johninsd@san.rr.com>\n"
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>
Copyright (C) Paul Mackerras 1997. * * Updates for PPC64 by Todd Inglett, Dave Engebretsen & Peter
Bergner.
copyright string in the executable of your product. */struct internal_state;
Copyright (C) 1995, 1996 Theodore Ts
Copyright 1995-1997 Werner Almesberger.
Copyright Pantelis Antoniou 2006
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Mark Adler * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h
*/
Copyright 1996 Paul Mackerras.
Copyright 1994-1996 Werner Almesberger.# All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,
Copyright (C) 1996 Robert de Bath <robert@mayday.compulink.co.uk>
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001 Benjamin Herrenschmidt *

* IBM CHRP support

Copyright (C) 2001 Peter Bergner * * portions based on poof
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Theodore Ts
Copyright 2000-2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 1999-2005 John Coffman <johninsd@san.rr.com>\n"
Copyright (C) 1996 Pete A. Zaitcev
Copyright 1992-1998 Werner Almesberger.
Copyright (C) 1996 Maurizio Plaza
Copyright (C) 2000 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1995-1996 Gary Thomas (gdt@linuxppc.org) * * Largely rewritten by Cort Dougan
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(cort@cs.nmt.edu) * and Paul Mackerras.
Copyright 2001-2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (c) 2000 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Copyright 1999-2000 by John R. Coffman (version 21-3)% All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1996 Paul Mackerras.
Copyright 1992-1997 Werner Almesberger.
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1996 Paul Mackerras. *

* Because this program is derived from the corresponding file in the

* silo-0.64 distribution, it is also
Copyright (C) 1997 by Theodore Ts
Copyright (C) 2002 Paul Mackerras, IBM Corp.
Copyright (C) 1994-96 Marc ZYNGIER
Copyright 2000-2005 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 2001 PPC64 Team, IBM Corp
Copyright (C) 1999 Cort Dougan <cort@ppc.kernel.org> */
Copyright (C) 1990, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
this name into ASCII?

FIXME: Can someone provide a transliteration of

Using the following chars caused a compiler warning on HIUX (so I re

Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright 1992-1996 Werner Almesberger.
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1994, 1995 Theodore Ts
Copyright (C) IBM Corporation 2006 * * Authors: Pantelis Antoniou <pantelis@embeddedalley.com> *
Hollis Blanchard <hollisb@us.ibm.com> *

Mark A. Greer <mgreer@mvista.com> *

Paul Macke

Copyright (C) 2001 Ethan Benson *
Copyright (C) 1999-2006 John Coffman\n"
<sys/utsname.h>

);

if (verbose>0) {#if !__MSDOS__#include

struct utsname buf;#endif

Copyright (C) 1999 Marius Vollmer *

printf("Released %s%s and compiled at %s

* portions based on quik

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Ethan Benson
Copyright (C) 2004 Albert Herranz
Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Ethan Benson * * Adapted from SILO
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * Maintained by: Mark A. Greer <mgreer@mvista.com>
Copyright 1999-2006 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 1994, 1996, 1997 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1999 Benjamin Herrenschnidt
Copyright 1992-1995 Werner Almesberger.
Copyright (C) 1996-2001 Robert de Bath, used with permission\n""Re-use and redistribution rights set forth
in the file \"COPYING\".\n\n",

version);}

Copyright 1999-2005 John Coffman.
Copyright 1992-1995 Werner Almesberger. See file COPYING for details.
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 Theodore Ts
Copyright (C) 2000, 2001 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1996 Paul Mackerras
Copyright (C) 1999 Marius Vollmer *
Copyright 2007 David Gibson, IBM Corporation.
Copyright (C) 1995-1999 Gary Thomas, Paul Mackerras, Cort Dougan.
Copyright (C) 1999 Benjamin Herrenschmidt * * Adapted from quik/silo
Copyright (C) 2001 Serguei Tzukanov
Copyright (C) 1994 Theodore Ts
Copyright 2007 Davud Gibson, IBM Corporation.
Copyright (C) 1992-1998 Werner Almesberger\n"
Copyright (C) 2004 John Coffman.
Copyright (C) 2003 Dave Engebretsen <engebret@us.ibm.com>
Copyright (C) 1999 Benjamin Herrenschmidt
Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Ethan Benson * * Adapted from Grub
Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Ethan Benson * * Adapted from GRUB
Copyright (C) Paul Mackerras 1997.
Copyright (C) 2004 Sven Luther <luther@debian.org>
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Copyright 2002-2005 John Coffman.
Copyright 1992 Werner Almesberger
Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Copyright 2007 Sony Corp.
Copyright (C) 1995-1996 Gary Thomas (gdt@linuxppc.org) *
Copyright (C) 2001, 2002 Ethan Benson * * parse_device_path()
Copyright (C) 2001 Colin Walters *
Copyright (C) 2007 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 2002 Theodore Ts
(C) SuSE Linux AG, Nuernberg, Germany, 2003, 2004\n"); return;}
Copyright 1992-1998 by Werner Almesberger.
Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Jean-loup Gailly. * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in
zlib.h */
Copyright (C) 2000 Peter Bergner
Copyright (C) 1999 Benjamin Herrenschmidt *
Copyright 2001-2005 John Coffman.
Linux Kernel 1.3.0 unknown:undefined
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Waldorf Electronics * Written by Ralf Baechle * * Flush instruction/data caches
(C) Copyright 1994 Linus Torvalds */#include <linux/stat.h>#include <linux/sched.h>#include
<linux/kernel.h>#include <linux/mm.h>#include <linux/shm.h>#include <linux/errno.h>#include
<linux/m
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 Kai Makisara

email Kai.Makisara@metla.fi

Copyright (C) 1992 Doug Evans * * coh/inode.c
Copyright (C) 1992 Thomas Wuensche * closely related to the aha1542 driver from Tommy Thorn *
( as close as different hardware allows on a lowlevel-driver :-) ) * * Revised (and renamed) by John
Copyright (C) Linus Torvalds, 1991, 1992. */
(C) 1992 V3.00.004/02/92",

5, 44, 3, 0, 0

Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *
Eckhardt * *

generic SCSI package header file by *

Drew

<drew@colorado.edu>

Copyright (C) 1992,1993 by Michael K. Johnson * - Thanks much to Gunter Windau for pointing out to me
where the error *

checking ought to be.

Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1993 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are * met: 1. Redistr
Copyright (C) 1992,1993 |
Australia. E-mail

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163,

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

||

||

Copyright (C) 1993 Hannu Savolainen * * Extracts the system image and writes it to the stdout. *
based on tools/build.c by Linus Torvalds
Copyright (C) 1992-1993 Jean-loup Gailly * * Adapted for Linux booting by Hannu Savolainen 1993
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 by Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle *
Copyright (C) 1994 by PJD Weichmann
(C) 1995 Linus Torvalds * * Alpha division..
(C) 1986-1989 V6.0A7/28/89
Copyright (C) 1992, 1993, 1994 Rick Sladkey * * OS-independent nfs remote procedure call functions
Copyright (C) 1994,

Karl Keyte: Added support for disk statistics */

Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
programming) *

drew@colorado.edu *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 666-5836 * * DISTRIBUTION RELEASE 6.

Copyright (C) 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 * Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * Laboratoire MASI - Institut Blaise
Pascal * Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI) * * from
(C) 1986-1990 1800-V2.07/28/89", 5, 50, 2, 0, 0
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993 Linus Torvalds *

linux/fs/msdos Written 1992, 1993 by Werner

Almesberger
(C) Hannu Savolainen * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without * modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are * met: 1. Redistributions of so
Copyright (C) 1992 by Linus Torvalds *
Copyright (c) 1994 Pauline Middelink * * The pieces which added masquerading functionality are totaly *
my responsibility and have nothing to with the original authors
Copyright (C) 1992 Rick Sladkey * * OS-specific nfs filesystem definitions and declarations
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. * * Based on Linus' minix_fs_i.h.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds
Copyright (C) 1992 Krishna Balasubramanian */
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(C) Copyright 1988 Western Digital Corp.",xd_wd_init_controller,xd_wd_init_drive," Western Digital WDXTGEN2" { 0x0015,"SEAGATE ST11 BIOS REVISION",xd_seagate_init_controller,xd_seagate_init_drive,"
Copyright (C) 1993 Stephen Tweedie (sct@dcs.ed.ac.uk) * * coh/fsync.c
copyright of the skeleton driver is held by the United States Government, as represented

by DIRNSA,

and it is released under the GPL.
(C) 1986-1990 V6.0105/31/90",5, 47, FD
Copyright (C) 1994 Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * SystemV/Coherent directory handling functions
Copyright (C) 1992, 1993 Drew Eckhardt *
885, * TMC-950 by * *

low level scsi driver for ST01/ST02, Future Domain TMC-

Drew Eckhardt

(c) Copyright 1995 Simon "Guru Aleph-Null" Janes * NCM: Network and Communications Mangement, Inc. *
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eric Youngdale * * Linux scsi disk driver *
Drew Eckhardt *

Initial versions:

Subsequent revisions: Eric Youngdale

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * extfs fsync primitive
Copyright (C) 1994 Linus Torvalds */#include <linux/errno.h>#include <linux/sched.h>#include
<linux/kernel.h>#include <linux/signal.h>#include <linux/string.h>#include <linux/ptrace.h>#includ
Copyright 1993, 1994: Eric Youngdale (ericy@cais.com). */#include <linux/fs.h>#include
<linux/sched.h>#include <linux/mm.h>#include <linux/mman.h>#include <linux/a.out.h>#include
<linux/errno.h
Copyright (C) 1992 Rick Sladkey * * structure passed from user-space to kernel-space during an nfs
mount
copyright status * of the DEC code. */
Copyright (C) 1995 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt
(C) 1992, 1993 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1994 by Ross Martin
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext regular file handling primitives
Copyright (C) 1992 Rick Sladkey *
copyright or doing. * * Parts distributed under GPL.
Copyright (c) David L. Mills 1993 *

* * Permission to

use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* * docum

copyright etc. Add this string into the table below. The parameters
Copyright (C) 1995

Linus Torvalds *

in the table are, in order:

David Hinds * * Kernel io-region resource

management
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *

* Based on Linus' minix/namei.c

(C) 1993 Matthias Urlichs -- collected common code and tables. *
(C) Copyright 1990 D-Link, Inc. *

Copyright, 1988-1992, Russell Nelson, Crynwr Software * *

Adapted to the sample network driver core for linux, *

written by: Donald Becker

<becker@super.org> *
Copyright 1993, 1994, 1995 Drew Eckhardt, Frederic Potter, *

David Mosberger-Tang */#include

<linux/types.h>#include <linux/kernel.h>#include <linux/bios32.h>#include <linux/pci.h>#include <lin
copyright 1989 Regents of the "

"University of California\n");

Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt
(C) 1993 Kai Petzke, wpp@marie.physik.tu-berlin.de */
(C) 1986-1990 V7.009/18/90
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) *
Copyright (C) 1992 Darren Senn */
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * This file contains code for allocating/freeing blocks.
Copyright (C) 1992 Doug Evans * * coh/alloc.c
Copyright (C) 1995 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu)*/
Copyright (C) 1992 Rick Sladkey * * nfs inode and superblock handling functions
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 Eric Youngdale. * *
contributions (of *

Thanks to the following individuals who have made

(code, information, support, or testing) to this driver:

Copyright (C) 1994, David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu)*/
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
programming) *

drew@colorado.edu *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 666-5836 * * ( Based on T128 -

DISTRIBUTION RELEASE
Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1993 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions * are met: * 1. Redi
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(C) 1986-1990 1800-V2.0",

73, 43, 2, 0, 3

(C) 1992, 1993 Eric Youngdale * * Rock Ridge Extensions to iso9660
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *

* Based on Linus' minix/inode.c

Copyright (C) 1992 Tommy Thorn. Much has been reworked, but *
chunks of code still remain. * *

most of basic structure and substantial

Furthermore, many subsequent fixes and improvements to the ah

Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. * * Based on Linus' minix_fs.h.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * coh/truncate.c
Copyright (C) Linus Torvalds, 1991, 1992. *

* This software may be redistributed per Linux Copyright.

Copyright (C) 1993 Stephen Tweedie (sct@dcs.ed.ac.uk) * from
Copyright (C) 1994 by Waldorf GMBH * * Defines for Risc/OS compatible cacheflush systemcall
Copyright (c) 1994 Ugen J.S.Antsilevich * * Redistribution and use in source forms, with and without
modification, * are permitted provided that this entire comment appears intact.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext2 directory handling functions
Copyright 1994 David C. Davies

and

United States Government

(as represented by the Director, National Security Agency).
(C) 1986-1988 V4.0I 03/16/88
Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1993, 1994 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
without * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are * met: 1. R
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * minix symlink handling code
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * proc base directory handling functions
Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *

Linux scsi disk driver by *

Drew Eckhardt * *

<drew@colorado.edu>
Copyright (C) 1992 by Jim Weigand and Linus Torvalds
(C) Copyright 1993, 1994 by Bjorn Ekwall *

The Author may be reached as bj0rn@blox.se * *

Based on adapter information gathered from DE600.ASM by D-Link Inc., *

as included on disk C

in the v.2.11
Copyright (C) 1994 by Waldorf Electronics * Written by Ralf Baechle */#ifndef
__ASM_MIPS_SLOTS_H#define __ASM_MIPS_SLOTS_H
(C) Copyright 1987 Seagate", 15, 37, SEAGATE
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * This file contains code for allocating/freeing inodes and for
read/writing * the superblock.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext/freelists.c
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/dir.c
Copyright (c) 1992, 1993, 1994 by H. H. Bergman. All rights reserved
copyright (c) 1994 M.Hipp
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * Extensively rewritten by Theodore Ts'o, 8/16/92 -- 9/14/92.
Now * much more extensible to support other serial cards based on the * 16450/16550A UA
Copyright (c) 1995 Caldera, Inc.\n");}
copyright 1989 Regents of the University of California\n");

return 0;}

Copyright (C) 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) *
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/fsync.c
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 by Ralf Baechle *
copyright does services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use of the kernel, and
does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that the GPL below is copyrig
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * coh/symlink.c
Copyright 1993, 1994: Eric Youngdale (ericy@cais.com). */
(C) 1993 V3.203/12/93",
3, -1, 0 },

5, 44, 3, 2, 0

{ "IBM F1 P2 BIOS v1.0104/29/93",

{ "Future Domain Corp. V1.0008/18/93",

5, 28,

5, 33, 3,

(C) 1986-1990 V6.0209/18/90",5, 47, FD
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * Goal-directed block allocation by Stephen Tweedie
(sct@dcs.ed.ac.uk), 1993
(C) 1989 Microsoft Corp
(C) 1991 Linus Torvalds - minix filesystem * * isofs directory handling functions
Copyright (C) 1992 Krishna Balasubramanian and Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1995 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) */
Copyright (C) 1993 Linus Torvalds * * Delay routines, using a pre-computed "loops_per_second" value.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds!! setup.s is responsible for getting the system data from the
BIOS,! and putting them into the appropriate places in system memory.! both setup.s and system
Copyright 1994, David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu). */
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(C)Copyright Data Technology Corp 12/03/88",xd_dtc_init_controller,xd_dtc_init_drive," DTC 5150X"
(C) Copyright 1988 Western Digital Corp",xd_wd_init_controller,xd_wd_init_drive," Western Digital
1004A27X"
(C) 1994 V3.5",

5, 44, 3, 5, 0

{ "FUTURE DOMAIN TMC-18XX",

5, 22, -1, -1,

0 },
Copyright (C) 1995 Linus Torvalds * * This file contains the code used by various IRQ handling routines:
Copyright (C) 1995 Paul Hatchman (paul@sfe.com.au)*/
Copyright (C) 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu)*/
Copyright (C) 1995 Waldorf Electronics, * written by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext2 symlink handling code
Copyright (C) 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 * Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * Laboratoire MASI - Institut Blaise
Pascal * Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI) * * BSD ufs-inspired inode and direc
Copyright (C) 1994 Waldorf Electronics * Written by Ralf Baechle and Andreas Busse * * Head.S contains
the MIPS exception handler and startup code. * Flush the TLB
Copyright 1994, Tom Zerucha.

zerucha@shell.portal.com

Copyright (C) 1994 Hamish Macdonald * * Delay routines, using a pre-computed "loops_per_second" value.
Copyright (C) 1992 by Theodore Ts
(C) Copyright 1987 Seagate", 15, 40, SEAGATE
Copyright (C) 1992,1994 |
Australia. E-mail

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163,

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

(C) 1991 1800-V2.0.",

||

||

72, 39, 2, 0, 4

Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/inode.c
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/symlink.c
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * from
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/file.c
copyright headers. *
Copyright (c) 1995 Caldera, Inc. <greg@caldera.com> *
liability nor provide *

Neither Greg Page nor Caldera, Inc. admit

warranty for any of this software. This material is provided * "AS-IS" and

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * minix directory handling functions
Copyright (C) 1992 Theodore Ts * * May be freely distributed as part of Linux.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1994 by Alan Cox (Modularised it) * LPCAREFUL, LPABORT, LPGETSTATUS added by Chris
Metcalf, metcalf@lcs.mit.edu */
Copyright (C) 1994 Florian La Roche * * nfs symlink handling code
Copyright (C) 1992 Martin Harriss * *

martin@bdsi.com

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * minix regular file handling primitives
Copyright (C) 1992,1993,1994 |
Australia. E-mail

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163,

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

||

||

Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * SystemV/Coherent regular file handling primitives
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
programming) *

drew@colorado.edu *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 440-4894 * * DISTRIBUTION RELEASE 3.

(C) 1993 J. Schubert (jsb@sth.ruhr-uni-bochum.de) *
Copyright (C) 1994 by Florian La Roche * * This module implements the Reverse Address Resolution
Protocol * (RARP, RFC 903), which is used to convert low level addresses such * as ethernet addres
(C) 1992,1993 Brad McLean. See aha1740.c * for more info *
Copyright (C) 1994 |
Australia. E-mail

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163,

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

||

||

Copyright (C) 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * /proc link-file handling code
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 David B. Gentzel *

See buslogic.c for more information. */

Copyright (C) 1994,1995 Werner Zimmermann (zimmerma@rz.fht-esslingen.de)
Copyright (C) 1994 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible */
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/truncate.c
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * xiafs fsync primitive
Copyright (C) 1992 Krishna Balasubramanian
(C) 1992 Eric Youngdale Modified for ISO9660 filesystem. *
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds! modified by Drew Eckhardt!

modified by Bruce Evans

(bde)!! bootsect.s is loaded at 0x7c00 by the bios-startup routines, and moves! itself out of the way t
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Copyright (C) Linus Torvalds, 1991, 1992. * * This software may be redistributed per Linux Copyright.
Copyright 1994, Drew Eckhardt * * For more information, please consult
Copyright (C) 1992 Tommy Thorn
Copyright (C) 1994 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (1994, 1995) Eric Youngdale. * * Support for loading low-level scsi drivers using the linux kernel
loadable * module interface.
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/namei.c
Copyright (C) 1993 Paul B. Monday * * sysv/inode.c
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 Alain Knaff */
Copyright (C) 1994 Waldorf GMBH, * written by Ralf Baechle */#include <linux/linkage.h>#include
<linux/errno.h>#include <linux/vm86.h>
Copyright Torsten Duwe <duwe@informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 1993
(C) 1986-1990 1800-V2.07/28/89", 72, 50, 2, 0, 2
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * gjh 3/'93 heim@peanuts.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de (Gerald
J. Heim) *

most of this file is stolen from base.c *

Copyright (C) 1992

it works, but you

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163, |

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *
Eckhardt * *

Australia. E-mail

||
Generic hard disk header file by

*

Drew

<drew@colorado.edu>

Copyright 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * proc fd directory handling functions
(C) 1986-1990 V7.009/18/90", 5, 46, FD
Copyright 1991 Phil Karn, KA9Q
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * coh/namei.c
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * Modified to make sys_syslog() more flexible: added
commands to * return the last 4k of kernel messages, regardless of whether * they've been read or no
Copyright (C) 1992, 1993 Krishna Balasubramanian *

Many improvements/fixes by Bruno Haible. *

Replaced `struct shm_desc' by `struct vm_area_struct', July 1994. */
Copyright (C) 1991 Eric Youngdale */
Copyright (C) 1992 David Giller
Copyright (C) 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu). * * Delay quick inlined code using
'loops_per_second' which is * calculated in calibrate_delay() in main.c (ie. BogoMIPS :-)
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright (C) 1994 Waldorf Electronics * Written by Ralf Baechle and Andreas Busse * * Head.S contains
the MIPS exception handler and startup code.
Copyright (C) 1992 Linus Torvalds * * do_bottom_half() runs at normal kernel priority: all interrupts *
enabled. do_bottom_half() is atomic with respect to itself: a * bottom_half handler need no
(C) W. Metzenthen.\n");#endif PRINT_MESSAGES
(i=0; exception_names[i].type; i++)

/* Get a name string for error reporting */

for

if ( (exception_names[i].type & n) == exception_na

Copyright 1993 United States Government as represented by the
Copyright (C) 1993 |
Australia. E-mail

W. Metzenthen, 22 Parker St, Ormond, Vic 3163,

billm@vaxc.cc.monash.edu.au

||

||

Copyright (C) 1992 Rick Sladkey * * nfs directory handling functions
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *

* Based on Linus' minix/file.c

Copyright 1994. * * This file also contains code originally written by Linus Torvalds,
Copyright (C) 1992 Linus Torvalds * * This file contains the code used by various IRQ handling routines:
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright 1994 Digital Equipment Corporation.
copyright 1989 Regents of the University of California\n");#endif#ifdef CONFIG_AX25
printk("AX25: KISS encapsulation enabled\n");#endif
block. */

/* Fill in our LDISC request

memset(&sl_ldisc

Copyright 1991, 1992, 1993, and by Julian Cowley, Copyright 1994.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext symlink handling code
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *

* Based on Linus' minix/truncate.c

(C) Copyright 1986 Western Digital Corp",xd_wd_init_controller,xd_wd_init_drive," Western Digital
1002AWX1"
Copyright 1992, Linus Torvalds. */
Copyright (C) 1993 Stephen Tweedie (sct@dcs.ed.ac.uk) * from
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>
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Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 Rickard E. Faith * * $Id: fdomain.c,v 5.28 1995/06/05 13:21:57 faith
Exp $
(C) 1994 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright 1992, 1993 Rickard E. Faith (faith@cs.unc.edu) *
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * This file contains code for allocating/freeing inodes.
Copyright (C) 1995 Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle */#include <asm/bootinfo.h>
Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1994 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are * met: 1. Redistr
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext directory handling functions
(C) Copyright D-Link SYSTEM Inc. 1991, 1992 *
Software * *

Copyright, 1988, Russell Nelson, Crynwr

Adapted to the sample network driver core for linux, *

written by: Donald Becker

<becker@super.o
Copyright 1994 by Donald Becker.
Copyright (C)

1992 Tommy Thorn.

(C) 1991 Linus Torvalds - minix filesystem * * isofs regular file handling primitives
Copyright 1994, Linus Torvalds. */
Copyright (c) 1993 Daniel Boulet
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * Written by R.E. Wolff Sept/Oct '93.
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * SystemV/Coherent symlink handling code
Copyright (C) 1992 Tommy Thorn and * Modified by Eric Youngdale * * This file is aha1740.c, written and
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/balloc.c
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * isofs symlink handling code. This is only used with the Rock
Ridge * extensions to iso9660
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * coh/file.c
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * table of configured filesystems
(C) 1986-1990 V6.0105/31/90
(C) 1986-1990 1800-V1.07/28/89", 5, 50, 2, 0, 0
Copyright 1994 David C. Davies. This software may be used and distributed
Copyright (C) 1993 by Nigel Gamble (added interrupt code)
Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *
Drew Eckhardt * *

mid to low-level SCSI driver interface header by

*

<drew@colorado.edu>

Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Dario Ballabio (dario@milano.europe.dg.com) * *
board has an old firmware revision (see below) *

WARNING: if your 14F

you must change "#undef" into "#def

Copyright (C) 1995 by Linus Torvalds
Copyright (c) 1994 The University of Calgary Department of Computer Science.
Copyright (c) 1994, 1995 Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright (C) 1994 by Waldorf Electronics * Written by Ralf Baechle and Andreas Busse * * Based on
Linux/68k linux/include/linux/bootstrap.h
Copyright (C) 1994 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu)
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Dario Ballabio (dario@milano.europe.dg.com) *
Copyright (C) 1995 Ralf Baechle */#include <linux/autoconf.h>#include <linux/types.h>#include
<asm/bootinfo.h>
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
programming) *

drew@colorado.edu *

Copyright (C) 1992 David B. Gentzel *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 440-4894 * * ALPHA RELEASE 1.

Low-level SCSI driver for UltraStor 14F, 24F, and 34F *

David B. Gentzel, Whitfield Software Services, Carnegie, PA *

by

(gentzel@nova.enet.dec.com) * sc

Copyright Motorola 1984 (
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Linus Torvalds * * This file is the bootloader for the Linux/AXP kernel
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Youngdale * Simulate a host adapter with 2 disks attached. Do a lot of checking *
to make sure that we are not getting blocks mixed up, and panic if * anything out of t
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 * Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * Laboratoire MASI - Institut Blaise Pascal
* Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI) */
Copyright (C) 1995 Eric Schenk, Bruno Haible * * IMPLEMENTATION NOTES ON CODE REWRITE (Eric
Schenk, January 1995):
Copyright (C) Linus Torvalds, 1991, 1992. * * This software may be redistributed per Linux Copyright.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 Linus Torvalds * * Modified by Fred N. van Kempen, 01/29/93, to
add line disciplines * which can be dynamically activated and de-activated by the line * disci
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Copyright (C) 1992,1993,1994
Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *

SCSI disk driver header file by *

Drew Eckhardt * *

<drew@colorado.edu>
Copyright (C) 1992-1993 Jean-loup Gailly.
copyright (C) 1992 Michael K. Johnson * Interrupt support added 1993 Nigel Gamble */
Copyright (C) 1992, 1994 by Theodore Ts
Copyright 1993, 1994 Drew Eckhardt *
custom programming) *

Visionary Computing *

Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eric Youngdale * *
(C) 1992 David Giller rafetmad@oxy.edu *
and some other stuff)

(Unix and Linux consulting and

drew@Colorado.EDU * +1 (303) 786-7975 * * For more information, pl
adapted from:

1994 Eberhard Moenkeberg emoenke@gwdg.de ("read audio"

**

* * <linux/cdrom.h> -- CD-ROM IOCTLs and structs
*
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * proc root directory handling functions
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * * xenix/alloc.c
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *
(C) 1991 David B. Gentzel *

* Based on Linus' minix/dir.c

Low-level scsi driver for UltraStor 14F *

Software Services, Carnegie, PA *

by David B. Gentzel, Whitfield

(gentzel@nova.enet.dec.com) * scatter/gather added by Sc

Copyright (c) 1989 Regents of the University of California. * All rights reserved
(C) Controlreg (S) Statusreg */
Copyright (C) David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) */
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eric Youngdale * * mid to lowlevel SCSI driver interface *
Initial versions: Drew Eckhardt *

Subsequent revisions: Eric Youngdale

Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 scott snyder <snyder@fnald0.fnal.gov>
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * coh/dir.c
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. *

* Based on Linus' minix/bitmap.c

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds */
copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds. It was * extensively rewritten by Theodore Ts'o, 8/16/92 -9/14/92, * and then fixed as suggested by Michael K. Johnson 12/12/92. * * This version does
(C) 1991 Linus Torvalds - minix filesystem */
Copyright 1993, 1994 Juergen E. Fischer *
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Dario Ballabio.\n");
Copyright 1994, 1995 Digital Equipment Corporation.
Copyright (C) 1994 by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Werner Zimmermann * *

based on Mitsumi CDROM driver by Martin

Harriss
Copyright (C) 1992 by Linus Torvalds * based on ideas by Darren Senn * * Fixes:
Copyright (c) 1994 David Perry
(C) * This source is covered by the GNU GPL, the same as all kernel sources. * * Features:
Copyright 1993 United States Government as represented by the Director,
Copyright (C) 1994 by Florian La Roche *

- Do not copy data too often around in the kernel. *

nfs_file_read the return value of kmalloc wasn't checked. *

Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eric Youngdale * * Modified by Eric Youngdale *
request_dma to help prevent unexpected conflicts *

- In

- Put in a better version of rea
Use request_irq and

Set up on-board DMA controller,

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext2 fs regular file handling primitives
Copyright (C) 1992,1993 Brad McLean *

* Modifications to makecode and queuecommand * for proper

handling of multiple devices courteously * provided by Michael Weller, March, 1993
Copyright (C) 1993 Pascal Haible, Bruno Haible * * sysv/ialloc.c
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
programming) *

drew@colorado.edu *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 440-4894 * * DISTRIBUTION RELEASE 3.

(C) 1986-1989 V5.0C2/14/89", 5, 46, FD
Copyright (c) 1992--1995 by H. H. Bergman. All rights reserved
Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1993 * * Mon Nov 22 22:38:35 MET 1993 marco@driq.home.usn.nl:
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 David B. Gentzel *

Low-level scsi driver for BusLogic adapters *by David B.

Gentzel, Whitfield Software Services, Carnegie, PA *

(gentzel@nova.enet.dec.com) * Thanks

(C) Copyright 1993, 1994 by Bjorn Ekwall <bj0rn@blox.se> * *
gathered from DOS packetdriver *

Based on adapter information

sources from D-Link Inc: (Special thanks to Henry Ngai of D-

Link.)
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt * Visionary Computing *
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drew@colorado.edu *

+1 (303) 666-5836 * * DISTRIBUTION RELEASE 6

(C) 1986-1989 V6.0A7/28/89", 5, 46, FD
(C) 1992 V8.00.004/02/92",

5, 44, FD{"IBM F1 BIOS V1.1004/30/92",

FD},{"FUTURE DOMAIN TMC-950",

5, 25,

5, 21, FD},#endif /* CONFIG_SCSI_SEAGATE */}

Copyright (C) 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 * Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * Laboratoire MASI - Institut Blaise
Pascal * Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI) * * Enhanced block allocation by Ste
Copyright H. H. Bergman 1992 *
(C) Copyright 1994 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 Linus Torvalds * Ported to MIPS by Ralf Baechle */
copyright it, silly me.
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * This file contains the interface functions for the various *
time related system calls: time, stime, gettimeofday, settimeofday, *

adjtime

Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eric Youngdale * * generic mid-level SCSI driver *
versions: Drew Eckhardt *

Initial

Subsequent revisions: Eric Youngdale

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * * from
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt *
programming) *

Visionary Computing *

drew@Colorado.EDU *

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 786-7975 * * TolerANT and SCSI SCRIPTS are

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * ext2fs fsync primitive
(C) 1993 Hannu Savolainen */
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * minix fsync primitive
Copyright (C) 1994 by Waldorf GMBH * written by Ralf Baechle *
Copyright (C) 1994, 1995 Waldorf Electronics * written by Ralf Baechle */
Copyright 1992, Linus Torvalds.
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) * * from
Copyright (C) 1992 by Greg Harp
Copyright 1993, 1994 Drew Eckhardt *
custom programming) *

Visionary Computing *

Drew@Colorado.EDU *

(Unix and Linux consulting and

+1 (303) 786-7975 * * For more information

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds
Copyright (C) 1995 David S. Miller (davem@caip.rutgers.edu) */
Copyright 1994, Drew Eckhardt * * For more information, please consult
Copyright (C) 1993 Brad McLean *

Last edit 1/19/95 TZ * Disclaimer:

(C) 1992, 1993, 1994 Eric Youngdale Modified for ISO9660 filesystem. *
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright by Hannu Savolainen 1993 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are * met: 1. Redist
Copyright (C) 1992 obz under the linux copyright * * Dynamic diacritical handling - aeb@cwi.nl - Dec 1993
* Dynamic keymap and string allocation - aeb@cwi.nl - May 1994
Copyright (C) 1993 *
(c)Copyright 1987 SMS",xd_omti_init_controller,xd_omti_init_drive,"n OMTI 5520"};static u_char
*xd_bases[] =
(C) 1986-1990 V6.0209/18/90
(C) 1992 V8.00.004/02/92
Copyright (C) 1992 Remy Card (card@masi.ibp.fr) *
*

Laboratoire MASI - Institut Blaise Pascal

Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI) * from

Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Copyright 1993, 1994, 1995 Drew Eckhardt *
custom programming) *

Visionary Computing *

(Unix and Linux consulting and

drew@Colorado.EDU * +1 (303) 786-7975 * * TolerANT and SCSI

(C) 1994,1995 Werner Zimmermann\n"); printk("Aztech CD-ROM Init: DriverVersion=%s
BaseAddress=0x%x \n",AZT_VERSION,azt_port);
Copyright 1993, Drew Eckhardt;
programming);

Visionary Computing ;

drew@Colorado.EDU;

(Unix and Linux consulting and custom

+1 (303) 786-7975;; TolerANT and SCSI SCRIPTS are

Copyright (C) 1994 by Florian La Roche * * This module implements the Address Resolution Protocol ARP
(RFC 826), * which is used to convert IP addresses (or in the future maybe other * high-level
Copyright (c) 1993 Analog Devices Inc. All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1992 Drew Eckhardt *
Drew Eckhardt * *

low level scsi driver header for ST01/ST02 by *

<drew@colorado.edu>

Copyright (C) 1992 Martin Harriss
Copyright (C) 1993, 1994, 1995 Eberhard Moenkeberg <emoenke@gwdg.de> * *
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change this software, you should mail a .diff *

file with some description lines t

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995 Ralf Baechle */#ifndef __ASM_MIPS_BITOPS_H#define __ASM_MIPS_BITOPS_H
Copyright (C) 1993 Corey Minyard
copyright message below. As per the GPL it must be maintained
Copyright (C) 1992, 1993 Rick Sladkey * * low-level nfs remote procedure call interface
Copyright (C) Q. Frank Xia, 1993. * * Based on Linus' minix_fs_sb.h.
Copyright (c) 1991 The Regents of the University of California. * All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1993 Bruno Haible * * SystemV/Coherent fsync primitive
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995 Rickard E. Faith * * $Id: fdomain.h,v 5.10 1995/01/15 01:56:56 root
Exp $
Copyright (C) 1993 Linus Torvalds */
(C) 1986-1989 V5.0C2/14/89
(C) 1994 Kai Petzke, wpp@marie.physik.tu-berlin.de * * Advantages:
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds * * xenix/inode.c
lowrisc-chip v0.7-rc1 github:lowRISC/lowrisc-chip:v0.7-rc1
(C) Copyright 2001 Sysgo Real-Time Solutions, GmbH <www.elinos.com> * Andreas Heppel
<aheppel@sysgo.de> *
(C) Copyright 2002
Copyright (C) 2001-2012 Charles Cazabon.\n");
Copyright (c) 2013 Google, Inc *
Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Renesas Electronics Corporation
Copyright (C) 2015 Thomas Chou <thomas@wytron.com.tw>
(C) Copyright 2000-2009 * Wolfgang Denk, DENX Software Engineering, wd@denx.de. * * Copy the startup
prototype, previously defined in common.h
Copyright (C) 2012 Marek Vasut <marex@denx.de>
Copyright (c) 2013-2015, The Regents of the University of California (Regents). * All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Adam Dunkels. * All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1999, 2002-2003 Hewlett-Packard Co. *
*

David Mosberger-Tang <davidm@hpl.hp.com>

Stephane Eranian <eranian@hpl.hp.com> * * From include/linux/efi.h in kernel 4.1 with some

additions/
Copyright (C) 2013 Authors

////////

//////// Based on original work by
Copyright (C) 2013 Google, Inc *
(C) Copyright 2000-2009
Copyright (c) 2009 Analog Devices Inc.
Copyright 1995, Russell King. * Various bits and pieces copyrights include:
(C) Copyright 2001
Copyright 2015-2017 University of Cambridge
(C) Copyright 2002 * Wolfgang Denk, DENX Software Engineering, wd@denx.de. *
Copyright (C) 2010 Timothy Goddard (tim@goddard.net.nz)
Copyright (C) 2006 David Gibson, IBM Corporation.
Copyright (C) 2006-2015 Nicolas Pitre * * The semantics of do_div() are: *
Copyright (C) 2010-2013 Wolfgang Denk <wd@denx.de> */
Copyright (C) 1996-1998 Russell King. *
(c) Copyright 2008 - 2013 Xilinx, Inc. All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 1999 VA Linux Systems
Copyright (C) 2017 Rick Chen (rick@andestech.com)
Copyright (C) 2017 Andes Technology Corporation * Rick Chen, Andes Technology Corporation
<rick@andestech.com> * * bit 0 is the LSB of addr; bit 32 is the LSB of (addr+1).
Copyright 2019 janhoogerbrugge
Copyright (C) 2017 Andes Technology Corporation
Copyright 2012 Texas Instruments
(C) Copyright 2000-2006
Copyright (C) 2014 Samsung Electronics
(C) Copyright 2002 * Sysgo Real-Time Solutions, GmbH <www.elinos.com> * Marius Groeger
<mgroeger@sysgo.de> *
Copyright (C) 2011 Andes Technology Corporation
Copyright (c) 2015 Google, Inc * Written by Simon Glass <sjg@chromium.org> *
Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Analog Devices Inc.
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Copyright (C) 2016 Google, Inc
Copyright (C) 2003 Bernardo Innocenti <bernie@develer.com> * Based on former asm-ppc/div64.h and
asm-m68knommu/div64.h * * Optimization for constant divisors on 32-bit machines:
Copyright (C) 1999 David Mosberger-Tang <davidm@hpl.hp.com> *
Copyright (C) 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds */
Copyright 2012 Kim Phillips, Freescale Semiconductor.
Copyright (c) 2016 tftpx AuthorsAll rights reserved
(C) Copyright 2009
Copyright 2008,2010 Freescale Semiconductor, Inc * Andy Fleming * * Based (loosely) on the Linux code
Copyright (C) 2003 Glenn L. McGrath
Copyright (C) 2008 RuggedCom, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, University of Cambridge. * All Rights Reserved
copyright-file" "
Copyright (c) 2013 Michal Ludvig <michal@logix.cz> * All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 2014-2015 Samsung Electronics
(C) Copyright 2000
(C) Copyright 2012
Copyright 2018 ETH Zurich and University of Bologna.");
Copyright (C) 2001 Vincenzo Liguori - Ocean Logic Pty Ltd - http://www.ocean-logic.com
(C) Copyright 2000-2004
Copyright (C) 2000 Miha Dolenc, mihad@opencores.org

////////

//////// This source file may be used and distributed without
Copyright (C) 2003 Erik Andersen
Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2013 Google, Inc
Copyright (C) 1999 Walt Drummond <drummond@valinux.com>
Copyright (C) 2011,2013-2017 Renesas Electronics Corporation
Copyright (c) 1992 Simon Glass
(C) Copyright 2002-2010
Copyright (C) 2001 Peter Bergner, IBM Corp.
Copyright (C) 2001 John Clayton

////////

//////// This source file may be used and distributed without
Copyright (c) 2017 Microsemi Corporation.
Copyright (C) 2014 Nobuhiro Iwamatsu <nobuhiro.iwamatsu.yj@renesas.com>
(C) Copyright 2007
Copyright (C) 2018, STMicroelectronics - All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, University of Cambridge. * All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2017 Padmarao Begari <Padmarao.Begari@microsemi.com>
Copyright (C) 1995-1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
(C) Copyright 2000-2005
Copyright 1994 - 2000 Neil Russell.
Copyright (c) 2015 Google, Inc * Written by Simon Glass <sjg@chromium.org>
(C) Copyright 2008 Semihalf *
Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Alex Forencich
Copyright (C) 2010 Shawn Lin (nobuhiro@andestech.com)
Copyright (c) 2011 The Chromium OS Authors.
Copyright (c) 2015 Google, Inc *
Copyright (c) 2015, University of Cambridge. * All Rights Reserved
Copyright 2008 Extreme Engineering Solutions, Inc.
Copyright (C) 2014, ChaN, all right reserved. * * * This software is a free software and there is NO
WARRANTY. * * No restriction on use. You can use, modify and redistribute it for *

personal,

(C) Copyright 2000-2002
Copyright (C) 2004-2012 Charles Cazabon <charlesc-memtester@pyropus.ca>
Copyright (c) 2012 The Chromium OS Authors.
Copyright (C) 2008-2009 Renesas Solutions Corp.
Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Alex Forencich
Copyright (c) 2013,2014 Michal Ludvig <michal@logix.cz> * All rights reserved
Copyright (C) 2001 Manuel Novoa III
Copyright (C) 2017 Andes Technology Corporation * Rick Chen, Andes Technology Corporation
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<rick@andestech.com> * * ARM Endian-ness. In little endian mode, the data bus is connected such * that
by
Copyright (C) 2011 Macpaul Lin (macpaul@andestech.com)
Copyright (C) 2003 Bernardo Innocenti <bernie@develer.com> * * Based on former do_div()
implementation from asm-parisc/div64.h:
Copyright (c) 2017 Google, Inc *
Copyright 2008, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc * Andy Fleming * * Based vaguely on the Linux code
Copyright (C) 1995-1999, 2000 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2015 Google, Inc
Copyright (c) 2016, NVIDIA CORPORATION.
(C) 2006 Mark Gonzales - PMC Sierra Inc// // vhd2vl comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY// ALWAYS
RUN A FORMAL VERIFICATION TOOL TO COMPARE VHDL INPUT TO VERILOG OUTPUT
Copyright (C) 2009 Authors

////////

This source file may be used and distributed without

////////
/

Copyright (C) 2015, ChaN, all right reserved. * * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, *

this condition and the following disclaimer.

Copyright (c) 2017 Google, Inc
Copyright (C) 1999 Hewlett-Packard Co
Copyright 2018 ETH Zurich and University of Bologna.
mbed TLS 2.7.15 github:ARMmbed/mbedtls:mbedtls-2.7.15
Copyright (c) 2009-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2015-2018, Arm Limited (or its affiliates), All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2018, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2014-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2019, Arm Limited (or its affiliates), All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2013-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2015, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2012-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2019, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2015-2019, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2018, Arm Limited (or its affiliates), All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2018, Arm Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2019, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2006-2017, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (C) 2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved
Copyright (c) 2017, ARM Limited, All Rights Reserved

This statement aims to inform its reader of the FOSS components used in the specified Moxa products. The
above descriptions do not imply any partnership relationships between Moxa and the noted third parties. If
you have any questions concerning this statement, please contact us via
https://www.moxa.com/en/support/technical-support.

© [2022] Moxa Inc. All rights reserved.
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